
Futurism Smart Warehouse Management  
Solution 
Take your warehouse operations to the next big level by  
leveraging the power of IoT 

Ramp up your warehouse to perform smarter and streamline inventory 
operations while maximizing space and resource utilization.

Futurism’s Smart Warehouse Management Solution enables real-time 
monitoring of warehouse equipment/assets by providing traceability 
and transparency of all the goods across various warehouse and 
storage locations. Get insightful analytics into inventory/storage and 
better visibility into the stock. Prevent inventory discrepancies and 
improve workers’ safety.

Indoor Asset Tracking

Features

Futurism smart warehouse management helps to organize storage in  

an intuitive way so that it is convenient to align freight lots according to  

their location. This ensures storage optimization and efficient operation  

of the warehouse terminal saving both costs as well as time.

Next-gen Warehouse Management Solution designed to help  

organizations automate all inventory-related operations. Enable  

warehouse managers to achieve improved profitability, accuracy and  

performance along with support for fleet management for improved  

logistics. 

  Key Challenges

Lack of end-to-end inventory visibility

Poor storage utilization 

Gaps between freight and load list

Errors in order processing

Consignment damage

Long search times for goods

Redundant processes

Longer TAT for picking and packing

Smart Warehouse Management

  Manage goods’ journey from quality control to pick-up and storage  
      to retrieval 

  Track inventory location in real-time

  Manage warehouse operations with least human interference 

  Centralize warehouse operations data

  Improve stock replenishment, order fulfillment rates and workers’ 
      safety 

Smart Warehouse Pallet Monitoring & Tracing

Smart Storage Area Monitoring

  Monitor pallet movements across the warehouse 

  Preserve perishable food items, process chemicals,  
      unfinished materials, etc. with smart storage monitoring  

  Monitor inventory’s physical condition to prevent  
      damages

  Automate environment control inside storage area –  
      temperature, air quality, CO2 levels, HVAC systems  
      and dust

  Maintain storage and regulatory compliance with smart  
      storage monitoring

  Get notifications for environment parameter breaches

  Automate data entry process of pallets from warehouse  

  Track exact location of misplaced or lost pallets  

  Identify pallets moving in wrong direction or placed in a  
      wrong location  

  Get automated alerts in the event of unusual pallet  
      movements  
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Let’s automate your warehouse.

Write to us now

www.futurismtechnologies.com

Benefits of Futurism Smart Warehouse  
Management Solution

https://www.futurismtechnologies.com/
https://www.futurismtechnologies.com/contact-us/
https://www.futurismtechnologies.com/

